Enzo Sellerio Photographer Sicily Enzo London
believe that a bad picture can make it worse.” - classes of the famous critic cesare brandi and showed
his photos to enzo sellerio who introduced him to the cultural universe of bresson. during those years his
political opinions were being shaped, which became crucial for the development of his photography together
with the bond with his land of origin and sicilian tradition. “i'm no longer sure, although once i was, that
we can ... - the great critic cesare brandi and showed his photos to enzo sellerio who helped him learn about
bresson’s cultural universe. during these years, his political conscience was being shaped, which, together with
his bond with his homeland and sicilian tradition, was key in the evolution of his photography. contacts:
cristiano de lorenzo +44 (0) 20 7389 2283 ... - giacomelli, mario lasalandra, giorgio lotti, paolo monti,
federico patellani, vittorio piergiovanni, franco pinna, tazio secchiaroli and enzo sellerio. gianni berengo gardin
(b. 1930) berengo gardin is most recognised for capturing simple yet haunting images. having started his
career as a photojournalist, he is at ease when reporting
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